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Abstract
Handoff operation, algorithm and modeling is vital in wireless cellular system.
Two fundamental handoff procedures exist. The first model concerning the propagation
environment and the second model is the limited channel resources which is dealt with
in this paper. A realistic model of guard channel priority representing mobility is
suggested and simulated.
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ﺃﻭﻟﻭﻴﺎﺕ ﻁﺭﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﻗﻠﺔ ﻟﻨﻅﺎﻡ ﻻﺴﻠﻜﻲ ﺨﻠﻭﻱ ﻤﺘﻨﻘل
ﻫﺩﻯ ﻋﻘﻴل ﺍﻟﻁﻴﺎﺭ

ﺴﺎﻤﻲ ﻋﺒﺩ ﺍﻟﻤﻭﺠﻭﺩ
ﻗﺴﻡ ﺍﻟﻬﻨﺩﺴﺔ ﺍﻟﻜﻬﺭﺒﺎﺌﻴﺔ
ﺠﺎﻤﻌﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻭﺼل

ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺹ
 ﻫﻨﺎﻟﻙ ﻁﺭﻴﻘﺘﺎﻥ ﺃﺴﺎﺴـﻴﺘﺎﻥ.ﺇﻥ ﺨﻭﺍﺭﺯﻤﻴﺔ ﻭﻨﻤﺫﺠﺔ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﻗﻠﺔ ﻫﻲ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻷﻭﻟﻭﻴﺎﺕ ﻟﻨﻅﻡ ﺍﻻﺘﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻟﻼﺴﻠﻜﻴﺔ
 ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻷﻭل ﻴﺨﺹ ﻅﺭﻭﻑ ﺍﻻﻨﺘﺸﺎﺭ ﻭﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻨﻲ ﻫﻭ ﻤﺼﺎﺩﺭ ﺍﻟﻘﻨﻭﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺩﻭﺩﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻨﻲ ﺍﻟﺫﻱ.ﻟﻠﻤﻨﺎﻗﻠﺔ

ﺘﻡ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺎﻤل ﻤﻌﻪ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺙ ﻭﺘﻡ ﺍﻗﺘﺭﺍﺡ ﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻭﺍﻗﻌﻲ ﻴﺘﻀﻤﻥ ﻤﺼﺎﺩﺭ ﺍﻟﻘﻨﻭﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺩﺩﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﺫﻱ ﻴﻤﺜل ﺤﺎﻟـﺔ ﺍﻟﺤﺭﻜـﺔ
.ﺍﻟﻭﺍﻗﻌﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺨﻼﻴﺎ ﻭﻤﻥ ﺜﻡ ﻤﺤﺎﻜﺎﺓ ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﻭﺩﺭﺍﺴﺔ ﺨﻭﺍﺼﻪ
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Introduction:
For efficient wireless mobile network, the handoff procedure of mobile stations moving
from one cell to another cell in the intended coverage area is of prime importance. The
number of handoff should be minimum (i.e. necessary handoff). Unnecessary handoff (or
wrong cell handoff) results in worsening the performance of the network especially new calls
blocking probabilities or a sudden call termination when a call is in progress.
Since studying the variations of system parameters is not feasible practically, simulation
is a vital tool to study the performance by investigating the effect of various system
parameters variations represent the real system environments.
•

Hard handoff is applicable in GSM system, as shown in figure 1. It is called break
before make i.e. the mobile station (MS) is disconnected from the serving base station
(BS1) before connection with neighboring base station (BS2) i.e. the MS is connected
to one base station at a time [1][2].

After HO

Before HO

During HO

Fig. 1 Hard handoff (HHO) [2]

1. Methods of Handoff Priority:
Handoff operation is vital in system performance especially new calls blocking
probability and sudden call termination (handoff failure).
To illustrate the different handoff priority in a one way traffic (either voice traffic or
data traffic), a cellular system can be assumed to be consisting of many cells each has S
number of channels, call service rate (µ), average call arrival rate λN and average handoff
calls λH [1][2].

• Non-Priority Handoff Scheme:

In this method, new calls and handoff calls are shared in all channels (S)
available in the cell. The base station (BS) controls the management of handoff calls the same
way it controls new calls and both are blocked with the same probability as in figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Model of HO method with non-priority [1]

• Priority Handoff Scheme:
From the users point of view call termination during connection is more annoying than
initiating a new call, therefore handoff's for continuing calls are given priority to new calls
initiation[3].
Efficient priority schemes which provide high optimization of wireless bandwidth by
adaptation with high number of new initiated calls. Whilst insuring quality of service (QoS)
for handoff calls[4].

• Guard Channel Priority (GCP):
In this method, priority is given for handoff requests by allocating a number of channels
(SR) for handoff requests only and the remaining channels (Sc = S – SR) are shared by handoff
calls and new call initiation. New calls request are blocked if the number of available
channels is less or equals to SR. Handoff request is blocked if there is no available (vacant)
channel in the cell [1][5].
Figure 3 illustrates GCP.
S
The allocations of a group of
λH
.
SR
channels for handoff will
.
only reduce the general
Sc
traffic channels, so the
.
network capacity is reduced
.
in addition to not completely
λN
.
utilization
the
radio
2
spectrum [4]. The efficient
Cell Allocated Channels
utilization for GCP requires
more accurate knowledge of
the number of reserved
Fig. 3 Model of handoff with guard channel priority [4]
channels and the knowledge
of traffic in the intended area.

}

To evaluate the performance in guard channel priority scheme, the important
parameters used are [6]:
• Blocking probability.
• Handoff failure probability.
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2. Limited Channel Resources:
Each cell has limited capacity (S channels), theses channels are shared between new
calls and HO calls. In case priority is given to handoff calls the BS does not differentiate the
new calls from handoff calls; but when priority is given for handoff, the new calls established
in the cell that has not empty channels will not be completed, but handoff calls are given
priority. The most important priority methods is the guard channel priority (GCP).
The GCP simulation model is designed, and a number of channels are reserved for
handoff calls only to reduce handoff failure [2][6][7].
Before going into details in the GCP simulation model, the factor affecting this model
are, cell capacity (number of available channels in the cell) and the reserved channels for
handoff.

3.1 Cell Capacity:
The handoff of a call is defined by two important random factors [2]:
a- The average number of MSs requesting the service which is the average number of
call arrival rate (λ) where:
Number of Re quests
λ=
… (1)
Time
b- The average time the MS requests to service (average holding time (H)).
The traffic load (α) is given by:
α= λ H
… (2)
where the unit of α is Erlang.
For example: Suppose a cell in which the average number of MSs is approximately 100.
If the call request during one hour is 30 and average time of MS service H equals 360 sec,
then the average call request is:
30 Call
λ=
3600 sec .
and the traffic load α is:
30 Calls
α=
× 360 sec .
3600 sec .
= 3 Erlang
Assuming call requests is Poisson distribution [2] then the blocking probability B is
given by:
αS / Si
B (S , α ) = S K
… (3)
α
∑
K = 0 K!
Where S is the number of channels in the cell.

Equation 3 is called Erlang-B formula, and is given as:
32
2!
B (2 , 3) = 2 K = 0.6
3
∑
K = 0 K!
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Therefore 0.6 of the calls will be blocked and need a new call initiation request and
therefore the number of blocked calls is:
30 × 0.6 =18

3.2 Simulation of Guard Channel Priority Model:
The model designed consists of seven cells, a center cell and six neighboring cells as
shown in figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Simulation model with guard channel priority [8]

Assumptions used in the designed model are:
 Calls arrival rate is of Poisson distribution [8] of average call initiation time for MSs
of 300 seconds.


Holding time is exponential of average value of 180 seconds. According to
exponential distribution, calls of longer holding time is of less probability of
occurrence [9].



The speeds of MSs are random and constant for every MS and of uniform
distribution and a maximum MS speed of 60 km/hr



The directions of MSs mobility's are between 0° and 360°.



The arrival of calls is memory-less including that each user (even the users whose
calls are blocked) request channel at different times.



There are limited channels available in the trunking pool, while the number of user's
is unlimited. It is not important to know the number of MSs that is in the cell at a
certain instant of time but the important is the actual number of synchronized calls
in the cell [7].
Ten duplex channels are assumed in the cell (S = 10).



The radius of the cell is R = 1000 m.

.
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 All the above assumptions apply equally to the cells in the proposed model.
The model proposed in figure 4 represent actual mobility of MSs from the central cell to
the six neighboring cells and reverse mobility of MSs from the six neighboring cells to the
central cell.

3. Simulation Results:
Figure 5 shows the handoff failure probability versus traffic intensity of each cell in
Erlang for non-priority of handoff and for priority in handoff (for guard channels 1, 2 and 3).

Fig. 5 Handoff failure probability versus traffic intensity in
case of non-priority and priority

The non-priority, channels are not reserved for handoff and the channels are available
for new calls and handoff calls, therefore the probability of handoff failure is high. In case of
priority is given for handoff calls, the probability of handoff failure will be less due to
reserved channels for handoff, and hence the probability of decreased handoff failure with
increasing number of reserved channels.
Increased traffic load means increasing calls request and hence increased chances of
handoff requests to the intended cell. As a result the probability of handoff failure increases
since the number of channels in each cell is limited.
On the contrary of handoff failure probability there is the probability of blocking new
calls which increases by giving priority to handoff and hence increases with increase in the
number of channels reserved for handoff. The reason for that is the limited number of
channels in the cell which are shared by new calls and handoff calls (i.e. increasing the
service to one reduces the service to the other).
Figure 6 shows the new calls blocking probability versus traffic intensity. As in the case
of increased in probability of handoff failure with increased traffic load, the new calls
blocking probability increases with increased traffic load.
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Fig. 6 New call blocking probability versus traffic intensity for
non-priority and priority

Conclusion:
In the method of guard channel priority, it is noticed that the probability of handoff
failure decrease as compared for the non-priority case. Since the BS does not distinguish
handoff calls from new calls in case of not reserving channels for handoff's only, while in the
GCP which reserve channels for handoff, the mobile distinguish between new calls and
handoff calls by giving priority in providing channels for handoff's service.
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